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When we talk about the disconnection between the public's and scientist.s perception of drug abuse and addiction, we realize, thinking of treatment, that a similar disconnection is apparent between professionalists' and ex-addicts' view of psychotherapy of dependency. Professional psychotherapists look at work with dependent people as something very demanding, stresful and frustrating. On the other
hand, there is the striking easiness of ex-addict counselors' work performance. One
wonders whether it is just a different concept of drug addiction or wheter the experience of the addictive process and healing is not the most fruitful way of understanding and preparing the professional for his or her work. Nevertheless, there
are the other issues of knowledge, skills and attitudes which should be learned, of
course, and a comprehensive training model is needed .
The model which we have developed, consists of three main factors which, according to our clinical and training experience, should be addressed:
a) theory and practise in psychotherapy of dependency;
b) orientation into clients' needs and into our service possibilities;
c) ability to use one's own personality as a tool for the healing process.
The development of the dependency training model searching a comprehensive
orientation in science, the other ones and our inner world has a long history.
When we began with our training system shortly after the fall of the commwllstic regime in 1989 in Czech Republic, we had to cope with the situation which can
be charakterized by the following:
- the increase of drug use in Czech Republic;
- many professionals have left the field;
- new people with a different educational background and level (ex-addicts)
had come to work in this field ;
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- no orientation in community service network;
- professionals without systematic training.
From some short courses which we organized on non-governamental bases, a
need of more systematic training became evident. Because there was more than
twenty years tradition in training communities in group therapy, we followed this
concept. We offered this kind of training to the professionals from the field of dependency treatment and added theory, training in special techniques and supervision. We have established a non-governmental organization named "Skala Institute" where we use comprehensive model of training psychotherapy of dependency
(Table 1). Our aim is to the following:
- create a space where people come together to get known each other and to
learn from each other;
- mediate up-to date skills and knowledge;
- create a platform for creative work, where new methods and techniques can
be developed or applied;
- provide psychotherapeutic training and supervision.
In our comprehensive training project, we focus on the following six factors . We
teach theory and enable participants to practice techniques . We teach them how to
make client's psycho-social assessment. We promote awareness of professional
identity and a system in which they should work efficiently. Our main task is to offer participants the unique self-experience in therapeutic process within the therapeutic group in a training therapeutic community. This training course offers about
600 hours (Table 1) in five years time and has three phases. The first three years
participants undergo self-experience in psychotherapeutic process. The last two
years they try to lead their group session under full supervision of two training leaders and they get immediate feed- back from their peers in the group . We use video
techniques . We also supervise participants' work with their clients as much and as
long as they request it, either in groups (Balint seminars, case analyse seminars)
or on individual bases. We encourage people to go to the other educational courses
(with the exception of self-experience in psychotherapy) and to bring them back to
the training community in order "by teaching the other people to learn twice." Dissemination of information in such training community is very quick, because there
is about 80 participants in three training communities in the Skala Institute.
One kind of other course which is attendend by our participants, a lot of which
we regard as exceptional and very fruitful, is "International European Drug Abuse
Treatment Training Project", which is covered financially by US Department, Narcotics Matters, organized by the "Mediterranean Institute" and Sicilian "Rossa Famiglia Rossetta" and led by professor David Deitch from University of California ill
San Diego. This training project is focus sed on the treatment needs of the countries
of central and eastern Europe and includes six countries: Bulgaria, Czech Republic,
Hungary, Poland, Slovak Republic and Slovenia. It works on building a sense of
community and has three phases. We established a group in the first phase, where
six participants form each of countries met for a week. 120 participants attended
the 14 day course in the second phase. Nationaly, 240 participants will have finished the 14 day course by the end of this year.
The course focuses on giving information about drug addiction and treatment
either through lecture or materials, which were given to all the participants. To enhance the process, some visits to the treatment centers in Sicily were organized.
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For better exchange of information, a newsletter called "Rainbow" is disseminated
among participants. In order to promote participants' activity, there are morning
and evening community sessions and some workshops . Participants from the project very much appreciate the following:
- knowledge as a most precious commodity;
- establishing relationship with other participants from different eastern European countries;
- an acceleration of the process to identify oneself a s a member of a civilized
professional community.
There are also some other training treatment projects in the field of drug addiction treatment in Czech Republic, but just these two mentioned above are the more
systematic.

Table 1.

Comprehensive model of training in psychotherapy of dependency
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Practise
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The overall goal is to develop a generally accepted training curriculum, which
would support and enhance our desire to cope with drug addiction.
With all our commitment and the support of the international community, God
help us .
Summary
Author defines main special characteristics of training system which are needed
for people working in treatment area of dependency.
She defines main stadia and issues of training with their tasks and typical problems to solve for both participants and trainers . She submits to discussion the
Comprehensive Training Model of Training in Psychotherapy of Dependency.
Author describes training community system in Czech Republic and gives attention to two of them - one organized by Czech non- governmental Skala Instit ute
and the other one, organized with cooperation of San Diego University and Sicilian
Case Famiglia Rosetta .

M. Frouzova: vYCVIK V PSYCHOTERAPII ZAVISLOSTI
V CESKE REPUBLICE
Souhrn
Autorka vyznaeuje hlavni specialni charakteristiky v systemu rycviku, potrebneho pro pracujici v leebe zavislosti. Definuje hlavni stadia a problemy rycviku, jejich cile a typicke problemy ueastniku i skolitelu. Dlivli do diskuse "Uplny model
kurzu" (Comprehensive Training Model) pro Jlsychoterapii zlivislosti .
Popisuje spoleeensky system rycviku v Ceske republice a upozorilUje na dva z
nich: jeden, fizeny nevladnim Institutem Skala, a druhy, organizovany ve spolupra·
ci se San piego University a Sicilian Case Famiglia Rosetta.
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